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What has happened so far: The forces of evil have attacked life on the Blue Planet with water shortages and viruses. The 
Order of WATERKNIGHTS VONROLL HYDRO supports the forces of good with the generation project ZEROWATERLOSS in 
the fight against the imminent extinction. Because agents of evil attack the water networks again and again and also steal 
valuable drinking water, the WATERKNIGHTS have decided to protect the supply networks in advance. For this purpose they 
rely on TELL, a powerful chip-ALERT, which performs its services reliably without battery food during 5 long solar years. 
TELL is comprehensively protected by its Metaplast armour against external influences such as interstellar interference, 
meteorite showers and even against acid and sweet rain - to this day, the forces of evil have not succeeded in cracking 
TELL. Chip-ALERT are complex beings. Their reproduction rate is therefore limited and in any case much lower than that of 
the reproductive powerful RABBIT or RAT, which will find their role in a later CHAPTER. In other words: TELL cannot develop 
its effect in galactic space everywhere at the same time. That is why the forces of good, together with the WATERKNIGHTS 
VONROLL HYDRO, decide to use the Chip-ALERT TELL first in the moated castle of Helvetia, where a remarkable mountain 
people has been watching over the water for centuries. After initial scepticism, the Helvetians became close friends with 
TELL and reinforced the guards at their water access points, the HYDRANTS-Towers. HYDRANT TOWERS have always 
been manufactured in Helvetia with the most innovative technologies, which is why they have been given the name of 
WATERKNIGHTS: CONTROL. In the settlements and landscapes of Helvetia, the water towers will be equipped with new 
crenellations, the KLAPPE, where the Chip-ALERT will take over the guarding of the water accesses and report all attacks 
to HYDROPORT, the news centre of good. In this way, the knights of the orders FOUNTAINMASTER and SECURIWATER, 

entrusted with the protection of the HYDRANTS, are always on hand in time to neutralise attackers.


